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History-recognition and the Time-concept
of Conservative thought in Karl Mannheim
ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider from study of his work how the history-recognition of
Karl Mannheim himself relates to history-recognition as defined by conservative
thought, and thereby clarify Mannheim’s assumption that conservative thought should
also include time-concept.
We show how Mannheim’s history-recognition has the characteristic of develop-
ment, being the basis of his further study of conservative thought and time-concept, al-
lowing him to move gradually from the present to the future.
The significance of this paper lies in its thorough review of the position of conser-
vative thought on history-recognition and time-concept by recasting Mannheim’s idea
of these in terms of the current Japanese situation in which so-called “conservative”
phenomena are increasing, while at the same time much research is being done into
conservative thought.
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